LUDWIG PRINCETON SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

A ONE-OF-A-KIND UNDERGRADUATE INTERNSHIP IN CANCER RESEARCH
OPEN TO RISING SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS WHO ARE ENROLLED AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY OR RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

APPLY
APPLICATION WINDOW
11/1/23-2/1/24

PROGRAM DETAILS
9 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
PAID WEEKLY STIPEND
DORMITORY STYLE HOUSING AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY OR RUTGERS CANCER INSTITUTE OF NEW JERSEY

QUESTIONS?
ludwigcancer@princeton.edu

LEARN MORE
ludwigcancer.princeton.edu

ABOUT
The Ludwig Princeton Summer Internship Program provides hands-on training to conduct research on the molecular events leading to the onset and progression of cancer. Students will participate in cutting-edge cancer research in laboratories at Princeton University or the Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey, and have opportunities to attend lectures by cancer researchers. Physician shadowing in a cancer clinic and participation in molecular tumor board meetings will provide rare opportunities to observe how scientific discoveries are translated into effective medicine and improved patient care.

Students with diversity of thought and experience strongly encouraged to apply